Mutational analysis of human U6 RNA: stabilizing the intramolecular helix blocks the spliceosomal assembly pathway.
U6 RNA undergoes several conformational transitions during the spliceosome cycle: after the interaction with U4, the singular form of U6 is converted into the U4-U6 base-paired form, and within the spliceosome, the U4-U6 duplex isomerizes into the active U6-U2 conformation. The secondary structure of the singular form contains an extended 3' stem-loop, the upper part of which (intramolecular helix) most likely reforms in the spliceosome. We have previously shown in the mammalian splicing complementation system that the loop and the three adjacent, highly conserved base pairs of the intramolecular helix function during both the U4-U6 interaction and the first step of splicing. Here we demonstrate that the balanced stability of the lower, less conserved part of the 3' stem-loop is also critical for U4-U6 interaction; however, no specific splicing function could be detected in this region. The analysis of the heterologous interaction between mammalian U4 snRNP and yeast U6 RNA derivatives suggests that there are--in addition to the 3' loop and the stability of the intramolecular helix--specific sequence determinants in the 3' terminal domain of U6 that are important for efficient U4/U6 snRNP assembly.